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With more than half the world’s population now living in urban areas and with much of the world still urbanizing, there are concerns that urbanization is a key driver of unsustainable resource demands. Urbanization also appears to contribute to ever-growing levels of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Meanwhile, in much of Africa and Asia and many nations in Latin America and the Caribbean, urbanization has long outstripped local governments’ capacities or willingness to act as can be seen in the high proportion of the urban population living in poor quality, overcrowded, illegal housing lacking provision for water, sanitation, drainage, healthcare and schools. But there is good evidence that urban areas can combine high living standards with relatively low GHG emissions and lower resource demands. This paper draws on some examples of this and considers what these imply for urban policies in a resource-constrained world. These suggest that cities can allow high living standards to be combined with levels of GHG emissions that are much lower than those that are common in affluent cities today. This can be achieved not with an over-extended optimism on what new technologies can bring but mostly by a wider application of what already has been shown to work.
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1. Introduction

Urban centres and urbanization (the increasing proportion of a population living in urban centres) do not enjoy good reputations from an ecological perspective and are often cited as drivers of unsustainable environmental change [1,2]. Certainly, the much increased pressures on the world’s natural resources and ecological systems over the last century or so has been accompanied by a very rapid growth in the world’s urban population—from 260 million in 1900 [3] to over 3.4 billion today [4]. The world’s population has urbanized rapidly, driven mainly in recent decades by the very large expansion in the world’s economy and by changes in its structure. Most new investment, economic value and employment...
have been in industry and service enterprises and most such enterprises have chosen to locate in urban areas. This helps in explaining why the ratio of rural:urban dwellers changed from 7:1 in 1900 to around 1:1 today [5]. The rapid increase in urban population and urban production has been accompanied by an even more rapid increase in the use of fossil fuels (and hence in carbon dioxide emissions) and in most other mineral resources and in freshwater, fish and forestry products. Urbanization is also associated with increasing wealth (at least for a proportion of the growing urban population) and increasing per capita consumption levels. In many nations, urbanization has also been influenced by the locations chosen by multi-national corporations for their production and for the centres where they concentrate their management [6]. Thus, urbanization can be seen as one of the key drivers of high levels of resource use and waste generation that have serious ecological consequences locally (within and around urban centres), regionally (where resource and waste flows from urban centres shift to the wider region) and globally (for instance in regard to climate change and in the reduction in the ozone layer).

However, these local, regional and global ecological consequences are not so much driven by urbanization as by the rapid increase in consumption levels and in the number of people with high-consumption lifestyles—and the (increasingly globalized) production systems that serve and support these. A considerable proportion of this consumption is from middle- and upper-income rural inhabitants and when the consumption and waste generation patterns of rural and urban inhabitants with comparable incomes are compared, urban inhabitants generally have lower consumption and less waste generation. The paper also highlights how not all urbanization is associated with large regional and global ecological impacts—and ends with a discussion of how urbanization can help to delink high standards of living from large local, regional and global ecological impacts. Urbanization brings obvious economic advantages for businesses which explain why private investment concentrates in urban areas but it also brings some environmental advantages that are less obvious—for reducing resource use and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, for good environmental health and for building resilience to the likely impacts of climate change. But whether these advantages are realized depends on how urban centres are structured and governed, and, for resource use and waste generation, on the choices made by their wealthier inhabitants.

2. Urban characteristics

Urban centres share some characteristics—a concentration of people and enterprises and their buildings and wastes, infrastructure and usually some public institutions (for instance for schools, police force and for some the seat of local government). They also share a reliance on resources from outside their boundaries (food, usually freshwater and fossil fuels and other mineral resources) and often extra-urban sinks for their wastes. And as urban centres expand, so they transform natural landscapes and land use and land cover—for instance creating more stable sites by filling valleys and swamps and reshaping hills and in the process disrupting local ecologies, changing water flows and increasing impermeable areas [7,8]. The creation and expansion of urban centres also draws
in large volumes of materials—for land fill and building materials, food, forestry products and other natural resources and these material flows also change and often transform the areas from which they are drawn. Larger cities often outgrow the capacity of their locality to provide freshwater and many cities have helped decrease such supplies through polluting local sources or mismanaging local aquifers [9].

Urban centres also change the environment of their locality—for instance by reducing rainfall and increasing night-time temperatures [10]. Almost all large urban centres are warmer than their surrounding rural areas, although the size and timing of these differentials are highly variable and influenced by many factors [1]. The urban heat island effect is generally higher in larger urban centres or in particular districts of large urban centres—for instance high-density areas with multi-storey buildings, little open space and little effective natural ventilation. Heat islands have both local and extra-local impacts; locally, they can increase heat stress with particularly serious consequences for vulnerable and working populations [11], pollution (as the higher temperature facilitates more generation of ozone if the precursors are already present) and energy demands for cooling (which when achieved through air conditioning also means more waste heat). Regionally, they usually increase demand for water and globally, they can increase GHG emissions, if a growing use of air conditioning is powered by electricity from thermal power stations.

Thus the energy and material demands of enterprises, residents and institutions in urban areas can alter land use and land cover and freshwater availability locally and often regionally while the disposal of their wastes into water, soils and the atmosphere can impact local to regional and global biogeochemical cycles and climate [12].

The energy and material demands that larger and wealthier urban centres concentrate for natural resources are often increasingly met by imports from beyond their region—including imports from abroad. For instance, around 80 per cent of the food consumed in London is imported from other countries [13]. Many major cities draw on freshwater resources far from their boundaries [14,15]—for instance Mexico City now has to draw some of its water supplies from 150 km away, and pump it up nearly 1000 m [16,17].

But there is such diversity among urban centres in their size, structure, spatial form, economy, wealth, local resource availability and local, regional and global ecological impact that few generalizations are valid. Urban centres vary in size from a few thousand (or in some nations a few hundred) inhabitants to the 21 metropolises that by 2010 had (or were estimated to have) more than 10 million inhabitants [4] and were termed megacities. United Nations (UN) estimates for 2010 suggest that around half the world’s urban population lives in urban centres of under 500 000 inhabitants [4] and a considerable proportion of these lives in urban centres with under 20 000 inhabitants (although the proportion living in such urban centres in any nation is much influenced by the criteria used to define an urban centre—for instance if urban centres are all settlements with over 1000 inhabitants or all settlements with over 10 000 inhabitants) [18]. There is no universally accepted definition for an urban centre or for a city or for when an urban centre becomes a city but the term city implies a scale or a political or religious status that would mean that a large section of the world’s urban population does not live in cities. Although it is common to see the comment
that more than half the world's population lives in cities, this is not correct; they live in urban centres, a high proportion of which are small market towns or service centres that would not be considered to be cities.

Urban centres have economies that vary from the simple—for instance small market towns, mining centres or tourist resorts—to the complexities of large cities and metropolitan regions whose economic base serves local, regional, national and global markets and who sit within large and complex transport systems where a high proportion of the workforce may live outside the city. The differentials between urban centres for all aspects of material and energy use and waste generation are likely to be very large, although the analyses of material and waste flows undertaken to date have given little attention to urban centres in low-income nations. But most small market towns or service centres in low-income nations are likely to have very low levels of use for non-renewable resources as incomes and consumption levels are low so demand for material-intensive capital goods is also low and there is little or no industry. These urban centres draw most of their material needs (food, other natural resources, water) from close by. A high proportion of the urban population in many low-income nations do not have electricity and use biomass fuels [19]. For instance, among the nations that the UN classifies as the Least Developed Countries, close to half the urban population lack access to electricity and more than three-fifths lack access to modern fuels [19]. This also implies very low levels of GHG emissions per person. A proportion of low-income nations has GHG emissions below 0.1 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO$_2$e) per year [20] and it is likely that a proportion of their small urban centres have comparable levels. From a perspective of ecological sustainability, these small urban centres perform extremely well. Even some larger urban centres in low-income nations have GHG emissions that are around 0.1 tonnes CO$_2$e per person per year while many cities in (for instance) India and Bangladesh have below 1 tonne [21]. But as discussed below, most of the more ecologically sustainable urban centres have low living standards with much of their population facing large preventable health burdens.

Meanwhile, there are many wealthy cities with GHG emissions that are 10–25 tonnes of CO$_2$e per person per year and so 100–250 times those with 0.1 tonnes per person per year. Also with levels of resource use for fossil fuels and many minerals that are far higher and likely to be unsustainable if extended to a larger section of the world’s urban population.

3. Measuring the environmental performance of urban areas

The original definition of sustainable development was a combination of two goals: meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs [22]. For urban centres, this requires that they meet their residents’ needs (being healthy, enjoyable, resilient places to live and work for all their inhabitants) while ensuring that the draw of their populations’ consumption and enterprises’ production on local, regional and global resources and sinks is not disproportionate to their finite capacities. Anthropogenic climate change adds to the urgency of the second goal and requires no disproportionate
contribution to GHG emissions. It also requires urban adaptation to achieve the resilience needed for the new hazards and increased risk levels that climate change will bring.

How the term ‘disproportionate’ gets interpreted has long been debated, as have the metrics to be used for measuring sustainability [23]. Initially, the concerns for sustainability focused on the depletion of non-renewable resources, especially oil; then there was a realization that key resources such as fertile soils, freshwater, forests and fisheries that are renewable need to be included because their supply is finite—and can be reduced (through deforestation, soil degradation, pollution or over-fishing). To this were added concerns of global systems degraded or disrupted, including the depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer, global warming and the loss of biodiversity. But there are no easy ways to measure whether a city, smaller urban centre or rural area has a ‘disproportionate’ draw on local, regional and global resources and sinks. In part, this is because much of its draw on resources and sinks may be embedded in the goods that are sold or used there but manufactured elsewhere. For instance, wealthy cities can retain parks, forests and wilderness sites within and around them because most goods used by their citizens that are water-, energy-, pollution-, waste- and land-intensive are drawn from beyond their surrounds—and much of it from abroad [12].

To manage any city’s draw on resources and sinks, there need to be measurements that indicate the scale and nature of this draw [24,25], including draws from beyond the city and its surrounds. Various ways have been developed for mapping the energy and material flows into cities and the wastes out of cities [26,27]. There are also a range of ways of measuring some of the ecological impacts of particular goods or services consumed in urban areas that consider these from the point of production (and its material needs) to the point of consumption or disposal—for instance the natural material input into a product in relation to the service it provides [28] or the measuring of ‘virtual water’ (for instance to consider the water-using implications of goods imported into a city in their original production) or food miles (the distance that food is transported from where it is produced to where it is consumed). There is also a particular interest in the ecological impacts of food systems; these have successfully met rising demands worldwide, including the rapid increase in the proportion of non-agricultural workers to agricultural workers that accompanies urbanization and including diets that are far more meat-intensive. But there are the environmental and ecological consequences of a far more energy-, chemical- and carbon-intensive food production to consider [29].

Perhaps the best-known and most widely used measure for cities and nations is the ecological footprint [30]. This calculates the productive land area that a city or nation draws on continuously to provide the food and resources that its inhabitants, enterprises and institutions use, to process the wastes and to absorb the carbon dioxide produced. From this can be calculated the average ecological footprint of each person within a city or nation in terms of productive land area. This can be compared with the land area estimated to be the global average that is sustainable. Figures for wealthy nations or cities in wealthy nations have been shown to be several times this average. Ecological footprints can also be calculated for individuals or households—for instance to highlight the much larger ecological footprint of wealthy households when compared with low-income households [24].
But getting a precise and complete measure of resource use and waste generation within a city is limited by data availability. In many nations, much of the data needed are not available or only available for nations. There are also the complications as to what to include—for instance for a city, do the material, energy and waste implications of the consumption of tourists and of commuters who work in the city but live outside get included in the figures for the city? Is it possible to take out of the accounting for a city the material, energy and waste generated in the fabrication of goods or services that are sold outside the city? If this is not subtracted, the cities that are centres for the manufacture of key goods for lowering ecological footprints such as photovoltaic cells, windmills or hydrogen buses will appear to be unsustainable. There are also difficulties with avoiding double counting—for instance with energy consumption that may be accounted for within goods (for instance food and water) that then has to be subtracted from energy statistics [13].

There are data showing the much higher levels of resource use per person in high-income nations when compared with low- and middle-income nations and the higher levels of domestic waste [15]. But it is difficult to judge whether a nation’s, city’s or individual’s draw on planetary resources and sinks is ‘disproportionate’ when there is uncertainty about the size of the resource or the capacity of the sink. For instance, for many resources, the quantity available depends on the price (as prices rise so a greater stock becomes available as higher prices allow the exploitation of lower quality ores or oil-bearing materials). Higher prices encourage more exploration that can lead to finding new sources that expand the global stock.

For global warming, the metrics for measuring the global impacts of nations or sub-sets of nations including cities are more straightforward—and done through GHG emission inventories. For cities, these have been based on the methods and sources used for national GHG emission inventories, and follow guidelines set by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [31]. City GHG emission inventories have now been done for over a 100 cities [21] and as noted above, these show the enormous range in the scale of average per capita emissions of GHGs.

An inventory of emission sources can allocate their emissions between cities, other urban centres and rural areas but this is not a simple exercise. For instance, the places with large coal-fired power stations are very high GHG emitters although most of the electricity they generate may be used elsewhere. This is why GHG emission inventories generally assign cities the emissions generated in providing the electricity consumed within their boundaries, even when the electricity is produced elsewhere. This helps explain why some cities have surprisingly low per capita emissions relative to their wealth—for instance cities supplied with electricity from hydropower or nuclear power.

There are other difficulties in assigning GHGs to particular locations. For instance, transport is one of the main sources of GHG emissions in all cities but do the emissions from the fuels used by car-driving or rail or bus using commuters get attributed to the city where they work or the place where they live (which may be a suburb or a rural area outside the city where they work)? Which locations get assigned the carbon emissions from air travel? Total carbon emissions from any city with an international airport are much influenced by whether or not the city is assigned the fuel loaded onto the aircraft. Total carbon emissions for cities such as Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, London or New York are much
influenced by whether or not these cities are assigned the fuel loaded onto aircraft in their airports [32,33]. If aviation was included in New York’s GHG emission inventory, it would constitute 14 per cent of total CO$_2$e emissions [32]. Then there are the complications of city airports that are outside city boundaries—so should London be allocated the carbon emissions from planes fuelled just at Heathrow and City airports (that are within its boundaries) or also Stansted, Gatwick and Luton airports that serve Londoners (even though a proportion of the passengers flying from these airports are in transit and do not come to London or do not live in London)?

But at least for global warming, there is an information base on the GHG emissions taking place within each nation’s boundaries and thus a guide to their contribution to the global problem. This can guide action now to reduce GHG emissions globally. But here too, there is debate about how responsibility should be allocated between nations. Should it take account of historic contributions to GHGs in the atmosphere (which would further increase the responsibility of high-income nations)? Should the system that sets limits on emissions be based on where the emissions are produced or the homes of the consumers whose consumption caused the emissions (again the latter greatly increases the responsibilities of high-income nations as emissions within their borders are kept down by importing most goods whose fabrication involved large emissions)? But whichever method is used for assigning responsibilities, how urban centres perform as places to live and as centres of production and consumption has great relevance. So the issue is whether urban centres are or could be centres of ‘good’ development and environmental management and centres with carbon emissions or ecological footprints that are sustainable. This also means centres of lifestyles that keep average per capita GHG emissions below whatever level is calculated as the average level for the world’s population that would avoid dangerous climate change—sometimes called the fair share level. These goals have to be considered together. As noted above, most urban centres in low-income nations have very low levels of GHG emissions per person because there is little or no industry and consumption levels are so low (including a high proportion of the population that do not get enough to eat). Many urban centres in high-income nations are among the world’s healthiest and safest places but with ecological footprints that are vastly disproportionate, including per capita GHG emissions that are 3–15 times the global fair share level. So for low-income nations, the issue is whether urban centres with small ecological footprints can become healthy, safe, desirable places to live and work without vastly increasing this footprint. This would mean going against the general trend in the past which has been for a strong association between better health and larger ecological footprints and carbon emissions [12]. For high-income nations, the issue is whether urban centres can retain or enhance their quality of life and economic base while radically reducing their carbon dioxide emissions or more generally their ecological footprint. The performance of urban centres in both of these has even greater relevance in a world where the proportion of the world’s population living in cities and towns is growing and likely to continue growing at least in the next decade or two [4].

For anthropogenic GHG emissions, it is possible to estimate an average figure for each person’s emissions (usually expressed in terms of CO$_2$e) which if achieved globally should avoid dangerous climate change (the ‘fair share’ figure). This will be substantially below current figures for global emissions (in 2004, this was
around 7.5 tonnes per person [34]), although there are still uncertainties as to the extent to which and the speed with which global emissions must fall. But to bring down global emissions by 2050 sufficiently to avoid dangerous climate change, it needs a global average of around 2 tonnes of CO$_2$e per person [35]. There are also other issues that need to be resolved in setting this fair share level—for instance in setting it, is consideration given to the maintenance or expansion of carbon sinks (so do people in nations where carbon sinks can be expanded get higher allowances [36])? Also do people who have more carbon-intensive needs—for instance much larger space heating needs during the year—get higher annual allowances [36]?

However, highlighting the fact that it is individuals’ consumption patterns and lifestyles that are the real drivers of most GHG emissions means that it is possible to set a fair share level to which those above this level must contract and those below this level are allowed to increase to this level (the concept of contraction and convergence) [37]. This highlights how avoiding dangerous climate change depends on the personal responsibility of consumers. It highlights the large draw of wealthy people’s lifestyles on fossil fuel reserves and on the world’s forests (as fossil fuel consumption and deforestation are such important contributors to GHG emissions). It also indirectly brings in the use of some mineral resources in that the GHG emission accounts for any individual would include the goods they purchase and thus the fossil fuels used in the mining, refining and use of the resources in manufacturing these goods and transporting, promoting and selling them.

Another reason for focusing on the performance of individuals or households rather than their settlements (cities, small urban centres, rural areas) is the large differentials in GHG emissions per person within such settlements. For instance, the city of Toronto has average per capita emissions far above the fair share level—but there are citizens in Toronto and small pockets in Toronto where per capita emissions are below the fair share level [21]. A study looking at residential and transport related GHG emissions per person (in CO$_2$e) in Toronto’s 832 census tracts found that the top 10 tracts had average annual emissions of 12.3 tonnes per capita compared with 3.6 for the bottom 10 tracts. All the top 10 tracts were outside the central city and private automobile use accounted for 61 per cent of emissions. For the bottom 10 tracts, only 30 per cent of emissions were for private automobile use and all but one of these tracts was in the central city [38].

The differentials are likely to be even larger in cities in many low- and middle-income nations. Per capita emissions among low-income groups will often be between 0.1 and 0.5 tonnes of CO$_2$e [39] while per capita emissions in many high-income low-density suburbs may be comparable to those in the high-income nations.

**4. Using the opportunities/advantages that urbanization brings for health**

Concentrating people, enterprises, motor vehicles and their wastes can make cities very dangerous places—but this same concentration brings many potential advantages for health. That cities have economies of scale, proximity and agglomeration that bring substantial benefits for most businesses is well known; indeed, that is why the world urbanized. But less discussed are the economies...
of scale and proximity for public goods and services. High densities and large population concentrations usually lower the costs per household and per enterprise for the provision of infrastructure (all-weather roads and paths, good quality piped water, sewers, drains, electricity) and services (including all forms of schools and healthcare, emergency services and access to the rule of law and to government). The concentration of industries reduces the unit cost of making regular checks on plant and equipment safety, as well as on occupational health and safety, pollution control and the management of hazardous wastes [15]. There are also economies of scale or proximity for reducing risks of disasters, and generally a greater capacity among city dwellers to pay for these, or at least to contribute towards the costs. Disasters are much less frequent in well-governed cities with good quality housing, infrastructure and services and when disasters occur in such cities, fatalities are usually much lower [40]. For instance, fatalities from cyclones are far higher in low- and middle-income nations than in high-income nations, even though high-income nations such as Japan and the USA have high exposure to cyclones [41] and even though there are exceptions such as Hurricane Katrina’s devastating impact on New Orleans.

But in the absence of needed infrastructure and services and city governments with the needed competence and accountability, cities become very dangerous places to live and work. There are many cities in Africa with life expectancies that are half what they should be—and as low as those in the industrial cities in Europe 160 years ago before key reforms of local governments and of water, sanitation, healthcare, housing access, minimum wages and occupational health. In cities in low- and middle-income nations, it is common for a third to half the population to live in poor quality, overcrowded housing in informal settlements that lack adequate provision for water, sanitation, healthcare, schools, the rule of law and often even the right to vote (as this requires a legal address that houses in informal settlements lack). In such settlements, it is common for infant and child mortality rates to be 10–20 times what they should be [15].

Urbanization is also associated with a growing health burden from chronic non-communicable diseases for adults, related to changes in diet and less exercise and often from large health impacts from air pollution and traffic accidents [42]. In some nations, cities are also associated with high levels of violence [43]. But these too are issues that can be addressed and have been addressed; a well-governed city should also be a city that addresses these health risks.

5. Resource use and density

Before suburban trains and high levels of private car ownership, cities were dense largely because of the value of close physical proximity for city businesses and institutions. Low-income groups value central locations for the easier and cheaper access it provides to employment opportunities. Close physical proximity is still valued by most businesses and many people, even though improvements in road, rail and air transport in most cities have allowed a larger physical separation between home and work. The shift of residences from the city to the suburbs and beyond that these improvements brought was in part driven by the possibilities for those who moved to get more space and escape urban pollution and congestion.
But the urban sprawl that this often produced brought with it a set of health problems [44] and generally a greater dependence on private automobile use and so higher GHG emissions.

Dense cities have great potential for limiting the use of motor vehicles (and the associated use of fossil fuels, the generation of air pollution and GHGs). This might sound contradictory, as most large cities have problems with congestion and motor-vehicle-generated air pollution but these are problems that can be addressed. As air pollution levels in wealthy cities came down and as commuting times, costs and inconveniences increased for those living in the suburbs or beyond, so the advantages of living in more dense cities became apparent. Dense cities allow many more journeys to be made by walking or bicycling, and they make a greater use of public transport and a high-quality service more feasible. Many prosperous European cities, with among the world’s highest quality of life, have one-fifth of the gasoline use per person of the USA’s less compact, more car-dependent cities [45]. Most European cities have high-density centres where walking and bicycling are preferred by much of the population, especially where good provision is made for pedestrians and bicyclists (including public transport that can accommodate bicycles). Many European cities also have high-quality public transport that keeps down private automobile ownership and use, and many cities here and in other regions have invested in improving public transport, including greater use of bus-based rapid transit (that is much cheaper and easier to install than light rail or metros). In dense cities where there is good provision for walking, bicycling and public transport, automobile ownership and use can be low, even in prosperous cities and among prosperous households. Singapore has one-fifth of the automobile ownership per person of most cities in other high-income nations, yet also a higher income per person [46]. Among the limited number of cities for which there are data on GHG emissions by sector, the percentage generated by transport varies from 11 to 59 per cent [47]. It is generally the higher density cities that have the lower proportions; the North American cities have among the highest levels of transport energy per person, the highest GHG emissions per person and the lowest densities. However, some of the differences in the contribution of transport may be related to other factors that include the extent to which space heating is needed, the role of industry in the city’s economy, the extent to which air conditioning is used and the carbon intensity of electricity production. Some of the differences may also be the result of differences in methods in undertaking emission inventories and their assignment to different sectors.

Meanwhile, in some cities in low- and middle-income nations, the disadvantages of high density have lessened as strategies to improve housing and living conditions in high-density low-quality tenements and informal settlements (often termed ‘slum’ or ‘squatter’ upgrading) have transformed the quality of housing and living conditions there, while retaining the advantages of high-density residential areas. For instance, in Thailand, many high-density informal settlements with poor quality housing and a lack of basic infrastructure and services have been transformed without expelling the low-income population and without reducing the density. This has been supported by the central government’s Community Organizations Development Institute (CODI) that channels infrastructure subsidies and housing loans direct to savings groups formed by low-income inhabitants in informal settlements. It is these savings
groups who plan and manage the improvements to their housing or develop new housing on the same site. They also negotiate with the landowner to sort out legal tenure and work with local governments or utilities to improve infrastructure and services. From 2003 to early 2008, within the Baan Mankong (secure housing) programme, CODI approved 512 projects in over 200 urban centres covering 53,976 households and it plans a considerable expansion in the programme within the next few years. In terms of density, many of the upgraded settlements had 150–300 units per hectare, achieved with two or three storey terraces [48].

For most cities in low- and middle-income nations, one of the most important issues is retaining the high-density low-income residential areas but improving the quality without expelling the low-income population who need to keep close proximity to livelihoods. Generally, the redevelopment of these areas drives out the original inhabitants. But there are a growing number of examples like those of CODI above that have supported the low-income inhabitants to develop their own upgrading. It is also possible to do this at very high densities—as demonstrated in some high-density central city locations in Karachi [49].

In Mumbai, India, there is the long-running debate about how to redevelop Dharavi, a long-established very dense informal township with around 600,000 residents and a high concentration of jobs squeezed into a 2 km² site. From a resource-using perspective, Dharavi is very efficient; most residents have low consumption levels and walk to work and many are engaged in reusing or recycling wastes. GHG emissions per person would also be very low. But from a health perspective, it is mostly poor quality and very overcrowded housing and a lack of infrastructure and services. But even with densities this high, Dharavi can be redeveloped incrementally in ways that accommodate residents and livelihoods and that keep the area’s economic dynamism and that greatly improve living conditions—and thus keep the resource-using advantages without the health disadvantages [50,51].

For regions that require space heating for part of the year, high-density residential areas with high-quality housing make possible less energy-intensive homes. Space heating constitutes one of the main energy users in most high-income nations and high-density buildings can have an inherent advantage for lower energy use from less external wall area and less indoor space per person. For instance, three to six storey terraces can combine high densities with very high-quality living environments with much less energy use for space heating than detached housing. High density is often seen as one of the problems in cities—but it depends on how it is accommodated. Some of the world’s most expensive and desirable housing is in four to six storey terraces in European cities. These have high densities, often between 150 and 300 units per hectare and thus higher than most informal settlements with one-storey buildings, but the indoor space and often outdoor space per person are much higher. Energy use per dwelling can be much lower than in detached housing in suburban or rural areas. High-quality high-density dwellings can also be within city districts with good provision for open space—from small household gardens and neighbourhood squares and playgrounds to larger parks. There are also examples of new high-density residential developments that cut energy and water use, carbon dioxide emissions and the carbon footprints of materials used for their construction—as in the Beddington Zero Energy Development in South London [52]. High-density residential areas and cities generally have lower rates of private
automobile ownership and use in relation to household income—and provide more possibilities for car clubs through which members have quick and easy access to car use when they want at a far lower cost than car ownership.

6. Cities and resource use

Cities also have many potential advantages for reducing resource use and waste. It is worth recalling the example of Toronto cited earlier showing the tenfold difference in GHG emissions per person between a dense inner city neighbourhood with good access to public transport and a low density suburb distant from shops [21]. Many of the innovations discussed in Factor Four, the study of how to double wealth while halving resource use [28] are facilitated by the potential material, transport and water using efficiencies that more dense cities provide.

In cities, the close proximity of so many water consumers gives greater scope for recycling or directly re-using wastewaters. The concentration of consumer and business wastes in cities cheapens the cost of recovering or re-using material from these waste streams—for instance in separate household and business collections for recyclable or compostable wastes. In most cities in low- and middle-income nations, there is a large and diverse ‘waste economy’ through which materials are recovered from waste streams for recycling or reuse and which greatly reduces the volume of wastes that need to be disposed of [15]. Although there are many practices here that need improvement, especially in reducing the health risks facing those engaged in these informal waste economies, there is also a need to keep their very large environmental and livelihood-related advantages.

Urbanization has been accompanied by changes in diets, including increased meat consumption, more processed food and more expensive and exotic food items that generally imply more carbon-intensive production and transport to markets. But studies in a range of nations have shown that this has been driven by higher incomes, not urbanization, as can be seen by the consumption patterns of more prosperous rural dwellers that are similar to those of more prosperous urban dwellers [53].

7. Cities’ physical expansion

Cities are often portrayed as being ‘bad’ for rural areas but city dwellers’ demand for agricultural produce is a large part of the underpinning for farmers’ incomes. In addition, most farmers (and their families) depend on markets, goods and services provided by urban enterprises. Most urban centres also concentrate populations in ways that reduce the demand for land relative to population [5]. There is no evidence that agricultural productivity has dropped in nations that are urbanizing and a declining proportion of land used for agriculture around a city may also be accompanied by more intensive production for land that remains in agriculture [54].

Various studies have sought to establish the proportion of land area globally and within each continent or nation that can be considered urban. One recent study suggests that the urban built-up area represents only 0.5 per cent of global land area and it is only in Europe that it exceeds 1 per cent [55]. Other sources using different methodologies suggest higher figures—for instance the Global
Rural–Urban Mapping Project suggested 2.7 per cent of global land area [56] although this is the land areas of urban settlements and so includes open land of various types within urban boundaries. Of course, if most urban expansion has been over high-quality agricultural land and only a small proportion of a nation’s land area is high-quality agricultural land, urban areas expanding from (say) one to three per cent of total land area could mean a serious loss of agricultural land. But it is also likely that there is much agricultural production within a proportion of the area defined as urban, particularly under the second study mentioned above. In cities where the role of urban agriculture has been studied, its scale and its contribution to livelihoods and food supply have often been found to be significant [57].

However, many cities in low- and middle-income nations expand without any land-use plan or strategic planning framework to prevent sprawl and unnecessary loss of agricultural land and to protect watersheds and other areas that provide key ecological services. The expansion is determined by where different households, enterprises and public sector activities locate and build, legally or illegally [15]. This also produces a patchwork of high- and low-density land uses that no longer have the advantages noted above for reducing infrastructure costs and resource use.

In most locations, governments could and should restrict the loss of agricultural land to urban expansion. But this can also bring serious social consequences as a government policy that restricts the conversion of land from agricultural to non-agricultural uses around a growing city will push up land and house prices and often reduce still further the proportion of households that can afford a legal housing plot with infrastructure.

8. Using the advantages cities have for reducing greenhouse gas emissions

Many sources claim that cities are responsible for 75–80% of all GHG emissions, although from the production perspective and drawing on IPCC figures [58], the figure is likely to be 40–45% with agriculture, land-use changes and deforestation contributing to 31 per cent and the rest coming from energy supply, industry, transport, buildings and wastes in rural areas and in urban centres that are not cities [59]. But it is not cities (or small urban centres or rural areas) that are responsible for anthropogenic GHG emissions but particular activities by particular people, enterprises and institutions, a proportion of which are in cities. So one fundamental question is whether the GHG emissions used in producing goods or services are allocated to the enterprises that made, transported, promoted and sold the goods and services or the person or household that consumed these. If emissions are assigned to the final consumer, some of the allocation issues discussed earlier become clearer. For instance, GHG emissions from aviation are allocated to the person who flies. So a flight by a Londoner travelling from New York to South America would be allocated to London. Under this consumption-based accounting, emissions from agriculture, deforestation and industry could be assigned to the people who are the consumers of the industrial goods, wood products and food.
The choice of which system to use in setting limits and targets on GHG emissions has great significance for how responsibilities are assigned between and within nations and cities. Dhakal's [60] study of Asian cities showed that Beijing and Shanghai had higher per capita GHG emissions than Tokyo, when considering the emissions produced within these cities, but Tokyo had much higher per capita emissions if emission inventories for the cities included emissions that went into the goods purchased by city residents. If China's manufacturing cities are assigned all the GHG emissions that were generated producing goods for export and transporting them to their final market, this implies a much larger responsibility for these Chinese cities (and China as a nation) in moderating and eventually reducing such emissions than if these emissions were allocated to the people who consumed these goods (and by implication to the nations or cities where they live) [61]. For London, a shift from production- to consumption-based accounting for GHG emissions increases the average Londoner's responsibility for GHG emissions from 6 to 12 tonnes of CO$_2$e a year [62].

Both production- and consumption-based accounting are useful. Assigning GHG emissions to the range of enterprises involved in production highlights more resource-intensive centres of goods production while assigning emissions to consumers highlights more affluent places [63]. Under the consumption-based accounting, the contribution of cities to GHG emissions would increase, although it is not cities in general that are the problem but cities (or other settlements) where there are concentrations of high-consumption individuals and households.

If responsibility for GHG emissions is allocated to the consumer, very large differentials become evident. The world’s wealthiest high-consumption individuals are likely to be contributing tens of thousands of times more to global warming than many of the poorest individuals (although this is in part because the poorest individual’s contribution can be close to zero). For any individual to contribute to global warming, they have to consume goods and services that generate GHG emissions. Perhaps as many as 1.2 billion rural and urban dwellers worldwide have such low consumption levels that they contribute almost nothing to climate change. Their use of fossil fuels is very low (most use wood fuel, charcoal or dung for fuels) and they use no electricity. Most of these ‘very low-carbon’ people will use transport that produces no carbon dioxide emissions (walking, bicycling) or low emissions (buses, mini-buses and trains, mostly used to more than full capacity [39]).

A recent study examined global carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel use based on the individuals whose consumption caused these emissions rather than the nations within whose boundaries the emissions took place [64]. The wealthiest 700 million people’s consumption is responsible for around half of all GHG emissions while the poorest 2.4 billion people contribute very little. What the paper emphasizes is the need to focus emission reduction policies on the high emitters (wherever they live). The paper also shows that allowing the growing number of people with very low emissions per person to achieve a good living standard (and its implications for increased emissions) does not add much to needed global emissions reduction targets. It also notes how many of the lowest-cost opportunities for reducing carbon dioxide emissions will be among the many millions who move to cities for the first time and could be housed in well-built energy-efficient accommodation with efficient appliances and well served by public transport.
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There is the obvious concern in regard to what urbanization implies for population growth as most of the world’s growth in population is taking place in urban centres in low- and middle-income nations and UN projections suggest that this is likely to continue [4]. But the GHG emissions generated by a person added to the world’s population varies by a factor of more than 1000 depending on the circumstances into which they are born and their life possibilities and chances. In addition, in low- and middle-income nations, urbanization is associated with falls in population growth rates as fertility rates in urban areas are generally significantly lower than in rural areas [42,65]. In terms of future worries about resource constraints and GHG emissions, it is not the growth in population but the growth in consumption that is the primary concern. Most of the growth in GHG emissions from 1980 to 2005 occurred in nations with low population growth rates [39]. London’s current population is smaller than it was in 1941 yet Londoners’ total consumption of resources and their implications for GHG emissions are likely to have multiplied many times since then.

9. Urban governance in a resource constrained world

None of the potential advantages that urban centres have for high living standards (and good health) or for keeping down resource use, waste and GHG emissions happen automatically. They depend on governance structures—local governments and their relations with the population and civil society groups within their boundaries—making and implementing appropriate choices. This includes choices serving those with low incomes so they do not suffer profound health disadvantages. For wealthier cities, this includes the interests of people outside their boundaries and future generations [66]. So it depends on an acceptance by citizens and businesses of everyday practices that do not directly serve them (and may limit their consumption choices) to make local and regional resource use and waste disposal and global systems sustainable for future generations. It also depends on modifying so many aspects of local government—for instance the regulations governing land use and buildings and ensuring that all public buildings and government contracts for goods and services address these multiple goals. It also depends on incentives, regulations and standards set at higher levels of government—although it often falls to local government to implement them. It will be particularly difficult for many local governments in wealthy nations or wealthier districts of low- and middle-income nations to address these goals because it is difficult and expensive to modify the buildings, infrastructure and settlement patterns that developed in the era of cheap oil and no concern for GHG emissions. This is especially the case for low-density sprawl.

Table 1 illustrates some of the different implications of a concern for environmental health and a concern for sustainable use of resources and sinks and the potential conflict between many of these is obvious.

There are many examples of innovation and better practice from city governments in low- and middle-income nations where the need for improved governance is most evident. Many come from local initiatives that arise from more competent and democratic urban governments in nations where decentralization programmes have given more power and resources to such governments [68]. Some address regional and global environmental issues as well.
Table 1. Comparing a concern for environmental health and for the sustainable use of resources and waste sinks for cities [67].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>key impact</th>
<th>environmental health</th>
<th>sustainable use of resources and waste sinks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>timing of human impact</td>
<td>human health within the city</td>
<td>ecosystem health, damage to ecosystem services and climate change much of it outside the city delayed; often indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scale and spatial focus</td>
<td>local and city wide</td>
<td>the region around the city and global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worst affected</td>
<td>lower income groups</td>
<td>future populations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aspects emphasized in relation to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>aspect</th>
<th>need for increased quantities and better quality to address inadequate access facing much of the population</th>
<th>over-use; need to reduce use, protect water resources and implement water demand-management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>high human exposure to hazardous pollutants at home and work and removal of household wastes</td>
<td>acid precipitation beyond city boundaries, GHG emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air</td>
<td>inadequate availability inhibiting supplies of housing that low income groups can afford</td>
<td>excessive generation of waste and poorly managed waste disposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solid waste</td>
<td>inadequate provision for collection and removal of household wastes</td>
<td>loss of natural habitats and agricultural land to urban development and expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>land</td>
<td>inadequate provision for safely removing faecal matter (and waste water) from homes and living environments</td>
<td>loss of nutrients in sewage and damage to water bodies from release of sewage into waterways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human wastes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Alegre also integrated a wide-ranging environmental management policy into its participatory budgeting, rooted in a comprehensive regional environmental analysis [70,71].

Urban governance in a resource constrained world also needs programmes to tackle the backlog in infrastructure and services in the poorer and worst-served areas of urban centres and to support ways in which lower income households can get better quality housing. This is also needed to build resilience to climate change. Many of the most serious risks from climate change in cities arise because of poor quality housing built on sites at risk that lack basic protective infrastructure. Many cities in Latin America, Africa and Asia may have low GHG emissions per person but they house hundreds of millions of people who are at risk from the increased frequency and/or intensity of floods, storms and heat waves and water supply constraints that climate change is bringing or likely to bring [72]. It is generally low-income groups that are most at risk as they live on sites at risk of flooding or landslides, lacking the drains and other needed protective infrastructure. The costs of addressing this very large backlog in basic infrastructure and housing which underpins vulnerability to climate change are at present not included in estimates for the costs of climate change adaptation [73]. Perhaps more worryingly, even if the funding was available, for many cities, the capacity and willingness to address the risks, especially those faced by lower income groups, is not there.

However, there are many co-benefits between improving housing and living conditions and building resilience to climate change. Many cities have had major ‘upgrading’ programmes to improve provision for water, sanitation, drainage and garbage collection in inner-city tenement districts and in squatter settlements. Initially, these were seen as one-off projects in ‘targeted’ neighbourhoods; now there is a recognition that city and municipal governments need the capacity and competence to support continuous upgrading programmes throughout the city, working in partnership with their inhabitants. The example of CODI given earlier has particular significance in three aspects: the scale; the extent of community involvement; and the extent to which it seeks to institutionalize community-driven solutions within local governments [48]. Although this programme was never intended as a response to climate change, it has reduced risk levels because of better quality housing with needed infrastructure and services.

In many other nations, national organizations or federations of ‘slum’ dwellers are working with local governments to improve housing conditions and reduce risks from disasters [40,74]. What is unusual about these federations is that they recognized that making demands on governments that those governments cannot fulfil did not serve them. Many had tried the conventional approaches of protest, strikes, barricades and marches. They came to recognize that they had to change their relations with politicians and civil servants, especially to show that ‘slum’ dwellers and their settlements were not ‘the problem’ and how, with local government support, they could generate solutions [75]. Federations in many nations have demonstrated to governments their capacity to design and build housing and infrastructure that is cheaper and better quality than if governments get these built by contractors. These federations have also demonstrated a capacity to undertake the enumerations and mapping of informal settlements needed for planning upgrading. With these demonstrations of their competence and capacity, they offer local governments partnerships—and where
local governments work with them, the scale of what can be achieved increases greatly. Partnerships between local governments and these federations can address the critical health issues and contribute to resilience to local climate change impacts. The kind of high-density upgrading or new house development that these federations prioritize are also compatible with high-density and resource use efficiency.

10. Desirable urban centres with low ecological footprints

Cities concentrate so much of what contributes to a very high quality of life that need not imply high material consumption levels (and thus high GHG emissions)—theatre, music, museums, libraries, the visual arts, dance, festivals, the enjoyment of historic buildings and districts, diverse choices for eating, easy access to many other services or simply the enjoyment of being in a diverse and vibrant place. Cities have also long been places of social, economic and political innovation at local and national levels. Indeed, in high-income nations, many city politicians have demonstrated a greater commitment to GHG reduction than national politicians. Achieving the needed reduction in GHG emissions globally and more sustainable patterns of resource use depends on understanding this potential of cities to combine a high quality of life with less material resource use and waste and low GHG emissions. New technologies may help but the scale of the needed reduction in GHGs suggests that, as Rees notes, the wealthy may have to accept lower material standards for enhanced geopolitical and ecological security [76]. It will also need the expertise of ecologists applied to urban systems [2] and urban governments recovering control over land-use changes and integrating ecological concerns and climate resilience into this [77].

This paper has also highlighted how it is not cities or urbanization but high-consumption lifestyles that underpin unsustainable or potentially unsustainable levels of resource use, waste and GHG emissions—whether or not those who have such lifestyles live in cities or other urban centres or rural areas. In high-income nations and in many parts of middle-income nations, most of the rural population no longer work in agriculture, forestry or fishing. They also enjoy levels of infrastructure and service provision that used to be associated with urban areas. A high proportion of those of working age commute to urban centres and also travel there for recreation. Advanced communications systems allow much work to be done from people’s homes that need not be in cities. It is the resource use and waste generation implications of income levels and consumption choices that need consideration much more than the proportion of people living in cities.

This paper draws on the work of my friend and colleague Gordon McGranahan and was much improved by his comments and suggestions.
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